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IT TAKES A
TEAM
TO MAKE ONE
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EVERYONE KNOWS
THE IMPORTANCE
OF TEAMS.
VERY FEW HAVE
EXPERIENCED THE
POWER OF
TEAMWORK.

WHY?
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The truth is, most of us end up disappointed by our
experience of working in a group.
All too often, ‘teams’ diminish rather than enable; slow
down what they should accelerate; and dissipate energy,
rather than focus and multiply its impact.
Yet we all aspire to something better from ourselves and
our teams. We mythologise teamwork in every
Hollywood blockbuster; we marvel at it in music, art, and
sport; and we fetishise the success of big-name teams in
business and management.
We know there are true teams out there. And we know
real teamwork has extraordinary power: giving each of
us the chance to transcend our limits, forging strengths
and abilities together that could not exist outside the
team.
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How can you make
this happen for the
teams you work
with?
We don’t have the
answers.
You do.
Our Unlimited
programme will help
you and your cohort
find them, together.
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COACHING WITH

GROUPS
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The programme is
Unlimited by name
and unlimited by
design.
No Proprietary Models, no guru, no tablets of
stone. We take a different approach.
Through a single, shared set of Parameters we will
explore any coaching method, psychological
angle, challenge, or insight you can share - and
devise new solutions together.
(Not much point teaming up with other leading
coaches, if you're not going to learn from each
other and grow.)
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The truth is, most of us end up disappointed by our
experience of working in a group.

Maturity rEQuired

Coaching
is a ‘teams’
team game
played
withthan
courage
All too often,
diminish
rather
enable; slow
and
candour.
down
what they should accelerate; and dissipate energy,
rather than focus and multiply its impact.
Meyler Campbell will not train you, nor tell you
what
toall
do.aspire to something better from ourselves and
Yet we
our teams. We mythologise teamwork in every
Hollywood blockbuster; we marvel at it in music, art, and
Instead, with determination and an open mind,
sport; and we fetishise the success of big-name teams in
you’ll work with Faculty members and the rest of
business and management.
your cohort to discover solutions: sharing and
reflecting on your experience and that of others;
developing
yourare
skills,
supporting
your
We know there
trueand
teams
out there.
Andpeers
we know
as
they
grow too.
real
teamwork
has extraordinary power: giving each of
us the chance to transcend our limits, forging strengths
and abilities together that could not exist outside the
Unlimited is not so much a ‘course’ as an
team.
opportunity to learn and build. What will you
make of it?
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The truth is, most of us end up disappointed by our
experience of working in a group.

Who it’s for

Not
everyone
- and not
every successful
All too
often, ‘teams’
diminish
rather thanbusiness
enable; slow
coach,
or Meyler
Campbell
graduateand
either.
down what
they should
accelerate;
dissipate energy,
rather than focus and multiply its impact.
Team coaching is a distinct discipline, with
unique rewards and challenges. Whether
Yetyou’re
we all aaspire
to something
better
seasoned
team coach,
or from ourselves and
ourembarking
teams. Weon
mythologise
teamwork
in need
every
it for the first
time, you
Hollywood
blockbuster;
marvel
at with
it in music,
art, and
to be fully
committed we
- and
armed
the
sport;
and weintelligence
fetishise theand
success
of big-name
teams in
emotional
maturity
the
business
and
management.
practice
demands

WeTo
know
are true teams
out there.
join there
the Unlimited
programme,
youAnd
mustwe know
realalso
teamwork
has extraordinary
power: giving each of
be a practising
business coach
us the chance to transcend our limits, forging strengths
and abilities together that could not exist outside the
Ifteam.
you meet these criteria, and have completed our
Mastered programme, you’ll be well equipped to
appreciate what Unlimited can offer.
If you’re new to Meyler Campbell, you’ve found one
of the most respected executive coaching
communities in the world. Expect a learning
experience that is both rigorous and open - and a
diverse assortment of individuals who nonetheless
have much in common: astute, welcoming,
respectful, and true collaborators.

“COACHING IS THAT GENTLE
ATTENTION THAT FOSTERS
BRILLIANCE, AND THEN
SLIPS QUIETLY AWAY”
Guy Ashton
Faculty Member
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How it works
If your application is successful, you’ll join 11 other
practising business coaches, and 2 members of the Meyler
Campbell Faculty.
Together this cohort will complete a mix of structured
learning modules, group work, and independent
investigation and analysis - spanning a minimum of around
6 months.
There are 4 elements to the Unlimited programme:
Taught Content. 5 half-day modules, delivered at key
stages throughout the programme
Your own Team Coaching Project, which you’ll discuss
with your cohort and analyse. (This project might arise
from an existing relationship or role, or be something
you undertake especially for Unlimited)
Supervision to accompany each taught module,
where you will work as part of a smaller group, with a
single Faculty member
Your Experience and Learning Record: a log of your
experiences and observations throughout the
programme, together with any other relevant training
or study you undertake along the way. This Record
will be presented to the assessment panel at the end
of the programme, along with your Project case study
On completion of the programme, a panel of Meyler
Campbell Faculty members will review your experience, and
the material you submit, before evaluating your Qualification.

“IT'S EASY TO FORGET WE
HAVE AGENCY AND SELFCONTROL. COACHING
REMINDS US”
Alexandra Durnford
Faculty Member
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The truth is, most of us end up disappointed by our
experience of working in a group.

Unlimited at a glance

All too
‘teams’
diminish
rather
than enable;
slow
Joinoften,
a small,
select
group of
experienced
executive
down
what they
accelerate;
and
dissipate
energy,
coaches,
led should
by Meyler
Campbell
Faculty
members
rather than focus and multiply its impact.
Explore where true teams and real teamwork come
Yet from,
we alland
aspire
to something
fromtools
ourselves
and
develop
the mostbetter
effective
for
our nurturing
teams. Wethem
mythologise teamwork in every
Hollywood blockbuster; we marvel at it in music, art, and
sport; and we fetishise the success of big-name teams in
Only open to practising business coaches who are
business and management.
committed to working as Team Coaches. Focused
on real challenges, live issues and practical
We solutions
know there are true teams out there. And we know
real teamwork has extraordinary power: giving each of
us the chance to transcend our limits, forging strengths
Available as a face-to-face, virtual, or blended
and abilities together that could not exist outside the
programme
team.
Access a unique, growing library of team coaching
insight as an Unlimited graduate

“A COACHING
COMMUNITY FOR LIFE
THAT IS CONSTANTLY
QUESTIONING AND
LEARNING”
Simmy Grover
Faculty Member
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Because leadership is a
team game.
Get in touch with
info@meylercampbell.com
or call us on
+44 (0)20 8460 4790
Beyond the programme, our Continuing Professional
Development syllabus gives you access to some of the
best thinkers, practitioners and learning in the field.
It also provides the opportunity to network with the best
coaching community in the world.
When it comes to becoming a world-class business
coach, you’re looking at the best place to start.
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UNLIMITED

meylercampbell.com

